Let II be a convex lattice polygon with b boundary points and c (5 1) interior points. We show that for any given a , the number b satisfies b 5 2e + 7 , and identify the polygons for which equality holds.
that is, Clearly it is impossible for both x and y to be greater than (There can be at most a finite number of such interchanges, since at each step the positive integer p + p' is reduced by at least one.) A further effect of this shear is that all points on the line y = p are translated through some multiple of p . Hence by the lemma, it is possible to shear II and choose the points P, R so that the x-coordinates of these points differ by u , where Now since II i s convex,
A(H) > A(PQES)
= %q{r^*r^) (see Figure 3 )
substituting the upper bound for u . Hence
since p > U and p(8-p) assumes its maximum value of 8 for p = h .
Hence in all cases /"(H) £ 7 • For equality here we require p = 3 , h + k = 3 , fc(II) = 9 , and 4(11) = \ ; it is easily verified that n is equivalent to A . The lower value /(II) = 6 is attained for a number of lattice polygons II , for example lattice rectangles with p = 2 . 
